This note gives a proof of the excision theorem in singular homology using the method of acyclic models and avoiding the commonly used barycentric subdivision operators.
Proof. We construct a finite sequence (A',,It,), i = 0, ..., k, of objects in TopCov, such that (X0, U0) = (□, ll), (A^, H/) = (*, X), with * one point and (Xh Uj) a strong deformation retract of (X(_x, IL_,). By the Lebesgue covering lemma the cube □ may be subdivided by sections parallel to its faces into a finite number, say k, of subcubes, each of which is contained in some U G ll. Now, beginning in one corner, we retract off one subcube after the other onto that part of its boundary which is in common with the remaining ones. The last cube is retracted onto a corner. For illustration we give the following picture of a subdivided two dimensional cube.
12 3 4 5 6 7 _ k The subcubes 1, 2, 3, ... are successively retracted onto that part of boundary which is marked by a double line. That is, we define Xt as Xt_x with the ith subcube retracted off and It, as U,_, n Xt. Obviously {Xt,VLf) is a strong deformation retract of iXi_x,Ui_x) in the sense of the homotopy notion in TopCov defined above. Corollary 3 gives the rest.
Theorem. The inclusion ( §) i: S(X,VL)-* S(X)
is a chain equivalence.
Proof. We consider both sides of ( §) as functors from TopCov to the category of the augmented chain complexes of abelian groups: S0(X,U) = S{X,VL), SX(X,U) = SiX). As models in TopCov we choose all pairs 
